A SECURE FUTURE

Prestigious engineering firm protects current and future revenues with security services from Computacenter

OBJECTIVE
Maintaining high security levels is vital to protect not only the company’s advanced engineering and design intellectual property, but also its revenues. As a major supplier to the Ministry of Defence (MOD), the organisation and its IT providers must comply with the strictest of security accreditations to secure existing and new contracts worth billions of pounds. As part of its modernisation programme to support future growth, the firm needed to ensure that its IT infrastructure, projects and partner ecosystem met the highest levels of security.

SOLUTION
Computacenter provides an increasing range of security services through a user-focused managed services contract, as well as specific projects. These range from ensuring secure exchange of emails and managing end user privileges to digitising and managing restricted access to confidential [IL5] documents. Its experts also help design, deliver and improve security technology and processes. Computacenter has worked closely with the customer to ensure that security is integrated in every IT process and service, rather than taking a siloed approach. Computacenter also acts as technical integrator for several critical projects, ensuring that the complex partner ecosystem collaborates seamlessly to meet service and accreditation requirements.

OUTCOME
Working with Computacenter makes it easier for the company to continue to comply with increasingly stringent government regulations and revisions. As well as protecting current contracts, this will help the firm secure future projects and revenues. Users continue to enjoy high levels of IT performance, while digitisation projects ensure they have fast yet secure access to information, which maximises efficiency. With a more integrated approach and cohesive partner ecosystem, IT projects and security are delivered more efficiently, which frees up time and effort for the IT team to focus on identifying and fulfilling future security needs.

SERVICES
• Managed Services
• Strategy & Advisory Services
• Smart Supply

USER EXPERIENCE
• Improves access to information
• Maximises efficiency

BUSINESS IMPACT
• Enhances security
• Simplifies compliance

BUSINESS OUTCOME
• Protects revenues
• Supports future growth